Don't Know Don't Care ft. AIM & VintageKeys
Verse 1 (Solid)
There we go, go push the pedal low, get a show/ and present a flow just to let 'em know (let 'em know
Another party? The night will be forgettable/ but there's a life we're set up for that's un-regrettable
And incredible, I know you feel it, what you settle for?/ at each interval in the flow we put Jesus on a pedestal
He's changed my life, I'ma spread it bro/ God's got the plot you need to know before the credits roll
We got sin that we can't cover/ that's why the world's wack and man suffers
We need help, what's your plan, brother?/ need to know God isn't just for your grandmother
We all have a boat and plan to float, but then it broke, can you cope?/ We found a hope and a dope antidote, don't stand alone
That bull ain't fly, no catapult for your mechanical animal/ now ya know and you're accountable
Hook
They say "I don't know man" or "I don't care" (repeat 3x)
Don't know, oh yeah? we gonna make you aware
Say: Don't know don't know don't care ay (2x)
If you know and you care, hands go in the air, it's gonna show every where all day all day ok
Verse 2 (AIM)
I was bought with a price, here's my church membership/ Live by that Word? Naw I'm illiterate
Pay no dues, but I do want the benefits/cuz I know what I should do, but I choose to be ignorant
I feel my innocence when I discern/ I hear the truth, but to the vomit is where I return
I take the hard way man, I don't like to learn/ What I earn will be my urn, I will die and burn
Go figure, you say I'm not myself?/ Just like the hunger with no snickers?
With no scripture, my whole life would end quicker/ But I could care less like a kid without the sitter
But maybe I could repent/ Only thing stopping me is knowing what I could get
Getting set free from the pit and things that force me to submit/ that burden on me, He will lift, my sins into the sea and forget
Hook 2
They say "hey I don't know man" or "I don't care" (repeat 3x)
Don't care, oh yeah? hold up right there
Say: Don't know don't know don't care ay (2x)
If you know and you care, hands go in the air, we gonna go and we share all day all day ok
Verse 3 (VintageKeys)
There's many things on my mind, yet Christ reigns/ everything changes but He remains the same
I've seen many things, many things in my lifetime/ the one thing I remember is when Christ became my lifeline
I was so lost, the definition of a sinner/ came to Christ, gave up my life, now I'm a winner
Call me a beginner, cuz now I have the mind of Christ/ so dirty before, my mind wasn't right
People try to break me, but all I see is them breaking/ so I keep moving and start praying
My dreams are reality, no inception/ impregnated by the Spirit, no contraceptive
I'm watching dreams come true, young man with vision/ Christ showing me, that's how I know it's the truth
Dying daily to the dirt that I was/ It's because of Christ I'm free from sin, now that's love
Hook 3
They say "I don't know man" or "I don't care" (repeat 3x)
If you know and you care, hands up in the air
Say: Don't know don't know don't care ay (2x)
If you know and you care, hands go in the air, we gonna go and we share all day all day ok
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